Borononucleotides as substrates/binders for human NMP kinases: enzymatic and spectroscopic evaluation.
Borononucleotides are a family of natural nucleotide monophosphate analogues with a 5'-boronic acid function. As B-O-P linkages are known to be unstable in solution, we evaluated the ability of borononucleotides to be recognized by nucleoside monophosphate kinases and eventually foil the phosphorylation process. In this context, and with the idea of probing the influence of their size, shape, and flexibility, a library of borononucleotides were synthetized starting from the borononucleotide analogue of thymidine, which was shown to behave as a slow substrate of human TMP kinase. This study thus constitutes a good starting point for the development of new monophosphate mimics as potential substrates or ligands for NMP kinases.